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Beretta Presents CIAO X, Redesigned Wall-hung Condensing Boiler,
Combining Innovative Technology and Environmental-responsibility,
Offering Greater Comfort
Legnago, ITALY – Beretta’s CIAO X range of boilers retains the distinguishing features of
Beretta legacy models in terms of high comfort and user-friendliness, while adding many
important and innovative new features including a new primary heat-exchanger in stainless
steel, a new touchpad interface and hydraulic DIN connections. Beretta, through its parent
company Riello, is a leader in manufacturing systems and technologies for heating,
cooling and energy efficiency in the residential and commercial sectors and a worldwide
leader in combustion technology.
The new high-efficiency condensing heat exchanger in stainless steel, provides
many benefits and advantages. The coiled smooth tube ensures optimized efficiency of
the combustion and cleanliness over time. The stainless-steel provides high resistance to
corrosion, deriving from acid condensate. The large section of the tube and its geometry
as a unique coil ensure a constant flow. The frontal access to heat exchanger enables
ease of maintenance and cleaning of the combustion chamber.
In the combi models, the high-performance plate heat exchanger warm up the
domestic hot water instantaneously, without the need of any external tank and has been
optimized to obtain high performance and great comfort in terms of temperature stability
and reduced waiting times. These benefits are also beneficial for the environment, saving
water and energy.
CIAO X’s modern and linear design blends easily into any setting. The compact
dimensions and low weight allow the boiler to be easily installed inside the house,

recessed in box or outdoors, in a partially protected space. CIAO X is ideal for the
replacement of old boilers, both with DIN and with Beretta connection sequence, thanks to
the availability of accessory kits that simplify the conversion, as well as for new housing.
The wide range of accessories - e.g., flue kit, compact water filters and hydraulic
connections cover - also makes installation easier and harmonizes integration inside the
house. The five models of the range, from 15 to 30 kW, satisfy residential needs.
The new digital touchpad interface, combining innovative design and features with
intuitiveness, is another distinguishing characteristic of the new range. To allow an
immediate understanding of the displayed functions, the LCD display communicates with
the end-user and installer through icons, without using texts. With CIAO X it is now
possible to control the comfort by a simple touch and to easily access all the settings and
parameters of the boiler and the system.
And what’s more, CIAO X is born now, thinking of tomorrow. The new condensing
range, in fact, is designed to operate with blends of natural gas and hydrogen - up to 20%
- first step toward the environmental sustainability objectives and the decarbonisation
process started by the European Union. For more information, visit
www.berettaheating.com.
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